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Abstract 
This paper aims at discussing the relation between city identity and modern iconic 
structures in the context of urban regeneration. The literature research method and the 
case study method are the main methods used in this paper to clarify the arguments. The 
definition of city identity, the issue of heritage regeneration and the issue of tourism will 
be argued to figure out the effect of modern iconic structure. The relationship between 
highly modern iconic buildings and urban heritage preservation needs more discussion, 
but it is an undisputed fact that iconic buildings bring new vitality and economic 
development to cities. 
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1. Introduction 

Shaped by these brand-new skyscrapers and modern landmarks, such as The Shard, The Swiss 
Re Tower, and London Eye, which contrast with historical buildings, the appearance of London 
is changing dramatically. The concept of city identity is normally regarded as a process, which 
is formed by people’s association with other cities and correlation of images of history to 
expectation [1]. Confronted with stresses brought by economic development, population influx, 
citizens’ needs increase and changes of lifestyle, London has been being expected to make 
necessary adjustments in order to manage these challenges. This process that analyzing 
complex existing issue in the city and using strategies to achieve cities’ transformation, is urban 
regeneration. In this context, according to Eren and Özbek [2], city identity is influenced by 
regeneration, stemmed from socio-culture, economic structure and spatial design.  
This essay is going to argue that these new iconic architectures have significant impact on 
advancing London’s city identity via constituting new forms and connotations. They are not just 
tools to cope with the rapid economy expansion and intensifying inter-urban congestion, but 
also as symbols of London’s economic strength and advancing the city’s identity. This paper 
first gives a brief overview of the two aspects of city identity, then discusses how modern iconic 
structures conform to the tendencies of the new era, and re-branding the city in space and time 
dimension, and uses tourist index as a proof. Finally, the paper will focus on future 
improvements. 

2. The Connection between City Identity and Modern Iconic Structure 

2.1. The Definition of City Identity 
City identity carries out two aspects of space and time at the same time. On the one hand, 
according to Lynch [3], the identity of places is mainly formed by the physical features, 
including objective elements and the way they are organized. This aspect of identity, is also 
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called spatial identity. On the other hand, city identity also includes memories and symbolic 
meanings connected with social environment [4]. In this context, city keeps changing, and the 
image of city is created in human brain that will take time, these two circumstances can explain 
why utilize time dimension to understand city is so important in the whole process of urban 
development. Thus, facing the rapid socio-culture changing, population structure 
diversification, the image transformation of London seems to be predestined [5].  

2.2. Modern Iconic Structures in the Context of Heritage Conservation 
First of all, modern iconic structures advance city’s spacial identity dramatically. At a time when 
cities tend to look similar, because of a large number of uncharacterized office buildings and 
apartments, emphasis London’s identity is an efficient way to stimulate the vitality of the city 
[6]. Which means using iconic landmarks to drive the development of the surrounding area. 
The Swiss Re Tower is a successful example of landmarks that play an important role in 
enhancing city image and expressing expectations for the future. But the process of 
construction is not easy, the site was the Baltic Exchange building, which is the headquarters of 
a global marketplace for ship sales and shipping information. Due to the event of bomb 
detonated, this area was severely damaged and urgently needed to be re-structured. This 
reconstruction work triggered a heated discussion about whether this site should restore the 
old facade in order to maintain the traditional identity. When the topic comes to decay 
traditional architectures, it always connected with heritage. This saying is that this kind of soft 
value plays a significant role in providing cities with unique identity, especially in the 
globalization century, historic buildings can show unique visuals which different from other 
countries [7]. 
However, maintaining and restoring traditional buildings is not the only way to make city 
identity unique. While inter-urban environment is changing rapidly, city identity needs new 
forms to present [8]. Urban planning should consider various elements to ensure the 
construction apply to the needs of this area. Refer to the consideration of the importance of 
time dimension in design, new style buildings constitute new identity. Back to the 
reconstruction work of Baltic Exchange building area, because of the damage of old buildings 
was far more severe than previous thought, and the expectation of use new language to show 
the strength of the city, The Swiss Re Tower was finally set up and keeps shaping London’s new 
vibrant character. Nowadays, The Swiss Re Tower has become a famous view spot and been 
recognized by London’s citizens, and this skyscraper makes the surrounding area more 
identifiable. To illustrate this, Kaika demonstrated that London’s new iconic buildings are 
symbols of understanding of the external world and trying to convey a belief through using the 
language of the new era. Thus, because of the strong understanding of expectations of new 
epoch, modern iconic structures can shape spacial identity successfully as landmarks [9]. 

2.3. Modern Iconic Structures in the Context of Touristicization 
Secondly, modern iconic structures form city’s identity significantly in time dimension. 
According to Bernardo, Almeida and Martins, city identity also includes memories and symbolic 
meanings which are formed by people and needs time to achieve [4]. To be more specific, as 
time goes by, as a response to the inter-urban economy development, socio-culture variation 
and the external word changing, the emergence of iconic landmarks which conflict with 
traditional buildings seems unavoidable [9], and these modern iconic structures have powerful 
emblematic quality while they form people’s memory persistently. For instance, London eye is 
a totally different structure at the bank of Thames, which contrasts with surrounding 
traditional buildings strongly. The original design thinking of London eye is that representing 
the transformation of new millennium, taking people to places where they have never been 
before, and providing visitors a new vision about future, and now, it has become one of the most 
popular attractions in London [10].  
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Actually, the tourist index can be used as a proof that iconic buildings greatly promote urban 
identity. In this sense, when tourists high light the modern iconic structure as unique things 
and regard it as city’s landmark which is easy to identified, these icons constitute city identity 
via adding their special character. Bernardo, Almeida and Martins  illustrated that there are two 
points of view should be distinguished when the concept of city identity is related to different 
people in tourism aspect [4]. The first one is residents who contribute to the collective identity, 
the second one is the external observers, especially tourists, who focus on what makes a district 
different form other place. According to diverse comprehensive website statistics, the top 10 
attractions in London concluding 2 avant-garde contemporary structures, which are London 
eye and The Shard [10]. The place’s identity, which is normally referred to authenticity and 
uniqueness, is the main aspect that tourists value most in urban tourism. In this context, 
Pendlebury and Porfyriou claimed that heritage as a legacy of history can attractive tourists 
who come from other cultures, thus restoring old buildings is the most effective way to 
regenerate the decay district [11]. Guided by this theory, lots of designers and architects copy 
traditional details, like patterns and materials and use them in their buildings’ facades and 
interiors. However, this copy-paste way to restore old buildings or construct a new classic style 
building is often actualized without fully understanding the requirements and principles of a 
local identity [7]. To illustrate that, although these pseudo-classic architectures may help 
respect the traditional style, these structures lack of ability of providing help to enhance local 
identity. According to Alexander, et al. and Lynch point out the construction of a place should 
have the character of continuity and coherence. Thus, modern iconic structures, which are the 
products of the times, develop the city’s new identity via giving city avant-garde image [12]. 
Therefore, the stance of the city’s planners is supposed to use a masterplan approach to grade 
clusters of skyscrapers and construct more harmony modern environment [13]. Furthermore, 
refer to the Corporation’s (Corporation of London, the municipal governing body of the City of 
London) own announcement, the identity of the center of London would be significantly 
diminished if one of iconic infrastructures disappear. This transformation of stance from 
conservation to modern community construction of the globalization era, shows that new 
architectural language responds to the need of re-imaging the city and re-branding the identity. 
As for the conflict with traditional buildings, these contrasts constitute a unique aesthetic and 
through a direct way to connect the past and future, and show the city identity in time 
dimension. 

3. Conclusion 

In conclusion, urban identity impacts by the rapid changing of external environment and 
internal situation. Under the pressure of local and global competitive, London aims at 
convincing international investors of the City’s vitality through utilizing new symbols to assert 
city’s supremacy. According to Kaika and Oktay, new icons institute new identity via a new 
architectural language is unified and coherent in the process of urban regeneration. When 
traditional buildings provide uniqueness to maintain London’s identity, Bernardo, Almeida and 
Martins argue that avant-garde contemporary structures enhance London’s identity greatly 
and inspire the city’s overwhelmingly. In this regard, the revenue of tourism brought by London 
eye and The Shard, and the international investment stimulated by The Swiss-Re Tower, could 
be veritable examples. Moreover, these new icons also have become an important part of 
London in residents’ mind, which help them to distinguish direction and to form the identity of 
the district. Thus, new iconic buildings not only have responded the needs of development, but 
also have become symbols of city in new era via constituting odes to the city’s new identity. As 
the dispute on the connections between iconic structures and city identity is gradually being 
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established, it now expects more innovative theory and further deliberation as a guide to seek 
for an ideal and sustainable city, intelligently and economically. 
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